Kelvin

Understand the screener and the purpose
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01: Introduction

- What is Kelvin?
- How is data used?
  - District vs. Site
  - Family
  - Staff
  - Students
Building a Positive Culture

**Sept**
- Screener 1
  - About 20 questions across all competencies

**Oct-Dec**
- Pulses
  - Delivered every 2 weeks on most needed competencies

**Jan**
- Screener 2
  - Same questions as Sept, trying to see growth

**Feb-April**
- Pulses
  - Modified to deliver 1x per month

**May**
- Screener 3
  - Same questions as Sept, trying to see growth
02: How do you choose questions?

- District Team
- Data
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Texts + Emails
Not spam, we promise
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Numbers
What the data shows
Participation was Low for the District

4.87% Families (51.50%)
District's Highest Needs for Families

1. Substance Abuse
   Alcohol, e-cigarettes, drug use is seen as a problem with 7-12 families

2. Discipline/Acknowledgement
   Families aren't receiving positive acknowledgements when students are doing something well

3. Mental Health
   Lack of awareness of services
What Next?

**System Supports**
- Website update
- Family Sessions
- Positive phone calls

**Site Sessions**
Your child’s site will be addressing specific site competencies

**Answer the Pulses**
Without participation, our data is incomplete